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Abst ract - -As  is known, in U.S. presidential e ections, all 50 states and the District of Columbi 
(DC) award their electoral votes to (the electors or) U.S. presidential candidates based on the popular 
vote received by (the electors of) the candidates there (although two different schemes of awarding 
the electoral votes are currently applied in the U.S.). For each particular (expected or actual) voter 
turnout in each of the states and in the District of Columbia, one may need to calculate the mini- 
mal fraction of the nationwide popular vote that secures the winning of the U.S. Presidency in the 
Electoral College. It is shown that this fraction can be found from solutions to certain integer linear 
programming problems. ~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -E lectora l  College, Integer linear programming, Popular vote. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although the nationwide popular vote does not play any formal role in U.S. presidential elections, 
its ta l ly  has been conducted in the U.S. since the 1824 presidential election. Moreover, certain 
statements regarding the minimal fraction of the nationwide popular vote that  secures the victory 
in the Electoral College have been made by political pundits, commentators,  observers, etc., who 
discuss U.S. presidential elections. While it remains unclear what constitutes grounds for these 
(sometimes irresponsible) statements, references to allegedly existing models and even studies 
have been made by them on the air. 
As far as the author is aware, the article [1]--which was published in 1961--has, apparently, 
been the only publ ication in which the quantitative aspect of the problem under consideration 
is given attention. However, the result presented there is based on two assumptions that may 
not hold in a part icular U.S. presidential election. Namely, it is assumed that  the number of 
votes cast in a state is proport ional  to the number of its Representatives in the U.S. Congress 
and that  all the votes in the election are cast in favor of (the electors of) only two U.S. presidential 
candidates. In addit ion to that,  it is assumed there that all the states award their electoral votes 
according to the "winner-take-all" principle, which has not been the case in the state of Maine 
(since 1969) and in the state of Nebraska (since 1991) [2], and only 50 states (rather than 50 
states and the District of Columbia) are considered. Finally, one should mention that all the 
calculations presented in [11 are made for the 1960 U.S. presidential election, where the number 
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of Representatives in the U.S. Congress was temporarily made equal to 437. As is known, the 
latter was done in order to let two newly joined states, Hawaii and Alaska, cast their electoral 
votes (the number of Representatives in the U.S. Congress has been 435 since 1910 census with 
the only exception in 1960). 
In the present article, the problem is studied in the general case, in which 
(a) the above-mentioned two restrictions are not applied, 
(b) the scheme of awarding the electoral votes in the states of Maine and Nebraska is taken 
into consideration, and 
(c) the District of Columbia--which was granted the right to award three electoral votes by 
Amendment 23 of the U.S. Constitution in 1961--is considered a separate part of the 
country in which the votes are cast, and three electoral votes are awarded a~cording to 
the '~winner-take-all" principle. 
It is shown that finding the minimal fraction of the nationwide popular vote to win a majority 
of all the electoral votes (that are in play in a U.S. presidential election) is reducible to solving 
integer linear programming problems. To simplify mathematical formulations of these problems, 
throughout the article, a fraction of the nationwide popular vote is understood as a subset of 
the totality of all the votes cast in the election (rather than the ratio between the number of 
votes forming the subset and the number of votes forming the totality), and finding the minimal 
number of votes that a subset possessing the feature under consideration (to be sufficient for 
winning the U.S. Presidency in the Electoral College) can have is the subject of the article. 
Anyone even remotely familiar with the part of the U.S. Constitution relevant to U.S. presiden- 
tial elections can easily be certain that in any U.S. presidential election, the very problem under 
consideration i  this article makes sense only with respect o a particular (expected or actual) 
nonzero nationwide voter turnout. Indeed, according to Article 2 of the U.S. Constitution, a
manner in which the electors are appointed in each state is determined by the legislature of this 
state, whereas uch a manner in the District of Columbia is determined by the U.S. Congress. Let 
us assume that the legislatures in all the 50 states, eventually, decide to appoint he electors in a 
particular U.S. presidential election, for instance, themselves (if such decisions are in line with the 
state Constitutions that are in force at the time of making the decisions), and a similar decision is 
made by the U.S. Congress for the District of Columbia. Then, no popular vote will exist in this 
election at all, whereas a U.S. president will be either elected or selected according to mechanisms 
of electing a U.S. president embedded in the U.S. Constitution and the Federal Statute deter- 
mining the selection process (it, however, may take place only under certain assumptions on the 
election rules discussed in [2-4]). In particular, he or she can be elected by the Electoral College. 
It is interesting to notice that in the 1876 U.S. presidential election, the legislature of the 
state of Colorado did appoint he electors themselves without any popular election in the state. 
Although choosing this manner of appointing the electors was caused by particular historical 
circumstances [5], this fact is illustrative of the possibility to choose such an option in appointing 
the electors in principle. 
Certainly, zero fraction of the popular vote will elect a U.S. president in a U.S. presidential 
election if the legislatures in only 11 largest states--which currently govern 271 out of 538 electoral 
votes---decide to appoint the electors without holding popular elections in these states, and all 
these electors will vote in favor of one and the same eligible person, for instance, a U.S. presidential 
candidate [2]. Another pathological situation is theoretically possible if one assumes that when 
only one voter votes in each of the 11 largest states he or she still can decide the election outcome 
there. Although these pathological situations are not a subject of considerations in this article, 
results presented here are applicable in analyzing such situations if their analysis makes any sense 
under particular circumstances. 
All the reasoning relevant o the problem under consideration i  this article is made only 
assuming that the voter turnouts in each state, in the District of Columbia, in each of two 
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congressional districts in the state of Maine, and in each of three congressional districts in the 
state of Nebraska re as such that awarding the electoral votes there based on the popular vote 
is legitimate and that it is done in this manner. In order to avoid trivial considerations, this very 
assumption is in force throughout the presentation of the material in this article. 
For the sake of simplicity, in considering the expected (rather than the actual) voter turnouts, 
it is assumed that each cast vote is recognizable as that in favor of (the state of the electors of) 
any U.S. presidential candidate whose (names) name (are) is on the ballot in the corresponding 
state, the District of Columbia, or a congressional district in the state of Maine and Nebraska nd 
the names of U.S. presidential candidates on the ballot are those heading corresponding (their) 
slates of the electors on the ballot there. Finally, throughout the article, is assumed that the 
electoral votes that are won by U.S. presidential candidates in November of the election year are 
those to be received by them in the course of counting the electoral votes in the U.S. Congress 
in January that follows the election year (which, generally, may not be the case [2,3]). 
2. SOME AUXIL IARY  CONSIDERATIONS 
Throughout he article, we adhere to the terminology used in [2,3] and call states and the 
District of Columbia places (in which the electoral votes are awarded in the U.S.). As mentioned 
earlier, we assume that the electors in each state and in the District of Columbia are appointed 
based on the popular vote there (in a U.S. presidential e ection that win be considered throughout 
this article) and that the voter turnouts in all the states, in the District of Columbia, and in each 
congressional district of the states of Maine and Nebraska re nonzero. 
It is obvious that as long as 48 states and the District of Columbia employ ~%he winner-take- 
all" principle of awarding the electoral votes, the margin of only one vote in each of these places 
is sufficient for winning all the electoral votes there. As is known, the states of Maine and 
Nebraska ward one electoral vote in each congressional district (which is done also according to 
the "winner-take-all" principle), and two electoral votes are awarded there at large I2]. Therefore, 
if the election winner wins all the electoral votes in these two states, his or her total margin of 
votes must be equal to or greater than two in Maine and equal to or greater than three in Nebraska 
(assuming that no ties occur in the congressional districts). 
It is convenient to consider each congressional district in these two states as a separate "place", 
say, Maine 1, Maine 2, Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, Nebraska 3, and to attribute only one electoral 
vote to each of these places. Further, two fictitious '~places", say, Maine 0 and Nebraska 0 should 
be considered, and two electoral votes (at large) should be attributed to each of them. Then, for 
these two states, one can consider that (populax) votes are cast only in those above-mentioned 
"places" to which only one electoral vote is attributed, whereas the number of votes attributed 
to Maine 0 and Nebraska 0 equals zero. However, it is clear that the distribution of the electoral 
votes among all the three "places" in Maine and among all the four "places" in Nebraska should 
be in line with all possible election outcomes in these two states. These outcomes are described 
in [2]. 
Let a combination of "places" from the (formed in this manner) 56 "places" (48 states, the 
District of Columbia, Maine 1, Maine 2, Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, Nebraska 3, Maine 0, Nebraska 
0) be as such that winning the electoral votes in each "place" included in the combination secures 
winning a U.S. presidential election. Then, the minimal fraction of the popular vote to win the 
U.S. Presidency in the Electoral College associated with this combination equals a sum of certain 
integers. The number of integers in the sum coincides with the number of those "places" included 
in the combination in each of which the popular vote is received (i.e., Maine 0 and Nebraska 0
are not counted for the popular vote in this sum of the integers). Each integer, corresponding to
"place" i in the sum, is calculated epending on the number of U.S. presidential candidates who 
axe on the ballot in "place" i and the voter turnout here. For instance, if only two candidates are 
on the ballot in "place" i, and the winning combination of the places does not include Maine 1, 
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Maine 2, Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, Nebraska 3, Maine 0, and Nebraska 0, then for each "place", 
the integer equals bi/2 -}- 1 for an even bi and (bi + 1)/2 for an odd bi assuming that  no tie occurs 
in this "place", where bi is the voter turnout in "place" i, i E 1, 49. 
I t  is assumed that  ties that may occur in all the congressional districts of either Maine or 
Nebraska are resolved in such a manner that a U.S. presidential candidate who is awarded all 
the electoral votes in all the congressional districts of either state is also awarded all the electoral 
votes at large in this state. Certainly, if ties occur in both congressional districts of the state 
of Maine, and the (U.S. presidential) election winner is awarded the electoral votes in only one 
of these congressional districts, two electoral votes at large are not necessarily awarded to the 
election winner. Analogously, if ties occur in all the three congressional districts of the state of 
Nebraska, and the election winner is awarded the electoral votes in at least one but in not more 
than two of these congressional districts, two electoral votes at large are not necessarily awarded 
to the election winner. Finally, it is assumed that if 
(a) there are at least three U.S. presidential candidates on the ballot in the state of Maine, and 
there are at least four U.S. presidential candidates on the ballot in the state of Nebraska, 
(b) ties occur in all the congressional districts of these two states, 
(c) none of the candidates is awarded all the electoral votes in congressional districts of either 
state as a result of resolving the ties there, and 
(d) the election winner is not awarded at least one electoral vote as a result of resolving ties 
in the congressional districts of either state, 
he or she still can be awarded two electoral votes at large in either state or in both states. For the 
sake of definiteness, throughout he article, a U.S. presidential candidate who wins the election 
is called the candidate. 
3.  THE MATHEMATICAL  FORMULATION OF  
THE PROBLEM IN  THE CASE OF  ONLY TWO 
CANDIDATES ON THE BALLOT IN  EACH PLACE 
Let us consider the situation in which only two candidates are on the ballot in each "place". 
1. Let us assume that all the electoral votes in the states of Maine and Nebraska are won by 
one of the candidates (although not necessarily by one and the same candidate in both 
states). 
Let 
b~ >> 1, be the number of U.S. voters to cast their ballots (the expected voter turnout) or the 
actual voter turnout in "place" i, i E 1, 54; 
ai, be the number of the electoral votes attr ibuted to "place" i, i C 1, 56, 
x~, be equal I if "place" i is included in a combination of the "places", and be equal 0, otherwise, 
iE  1,56. 
ASSERTION 1. The mimmaI fraction of the popular vote to win the U.S. Presidency in the 
Electorad College under a particular voter turnout distribution (b l , . . . ,  bs4) equals the value of 
the integer linear programming problem. 
Problem 1. 
54 
i= l  
56 
Z a~xi >_ 270, 
i= l  
xs0 + xst - -  2x55 ---- 0, 
xs2 + x53 -}- x54 -- 3xs6 = 0, 
xi E {0,  1}, i E 1, 56, 
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where 
and 
{h~, if it is considered that no tie is possible in place i, 
7~= hi~2, otherwise, 
{b i /2  + 1~ if b i is an even number, 
h~ = (b~ + 1)/2, if b~ is an odd number, 
for i E 1, 54, and it is implied that the equalities, 
ass - - - -as6 - - - -2  ~ 
hold. 
PROOF. As the inequality ~-~se a.x. > 270 in the system of constraints of Problem 1 is always Z-~i=l i ~-  
compatible if xi E {0, 1}, i E 1,---~-@, it is sufficient o show that in the case under consideration, 
the winning of at least one of the electoral votes in congressional districts of the states of Maine 
or Nebraska always leads to the winning of all the electoral votes in the corresponding state, 
whereas the losing of the electoral votes in at least one of congressional districts of either state 
leads to the losing of all the electoral votes in this state. 
To be certain about it, one should notice that the equation, 
Xso + xsl - 2x~5 = 0, 
has only two feasible solutions in the set {xi 6 {0, 1}, i E {50, 51, 55}}, namely, zs0 = 1, x51 = 1, 
x55 = 1, and xs0 = 0, Xsl = 0, xs5 = 0, whereas the equation, 
xs2 + xsa + z~4 - 3xa6 = 0, 
has only two feasible solutions in the set {z~ 6 {0, 1}, i 6 {52,53, 54, 56}}, namely, x52 -- 1, 
xs3 -- 1, x54 = 1, xs6 = 1, and xs2 = 0, x~s --- 0, x~4 = 0, Z~s = 0. Assertion 1 is proved. 
2. Let us assume that not all the electoral votes may be won by one and the same candidate 
both in Maine and Nebraska. 
(a) Let us assume that no tie occurs in each place, as well as in the congressional districts of 
the states of Maine and Nebraska. 
ASSERTION 2. The minimal fraction of the popular vote to win the U.S. Presidency in the 
Elec$oraI College under a particular voter turnout distribution (b l , . . . ,  bs4) equals the value of 
an integer linear programming problem of the following kind. 
Problem 2. 
49 5 13 
i=]  j= l  k=l  
49 5 13 
6 




x{ E {0, I}, i 6 1, 49, uj E {0, 1}, j e I--,'6, vk E {0, 1}, k e 1, 14. 
Here, aj, Oj, j 6 I,---5, and f~k, 7k, k 6 I, 13 are calculated depending on the numbers bso, bsl, and 
b52~ bss, b54, respectively, u6 = 1 and v14 = 1 correspond to the outcomes in the states of Maine 
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and Nebraska, resp~ctively, in which all the electoral votes arc won by the candidate's opponent, 
and ~i and ~k are ~he minimal numbers of  the votes that can be received by the candidate in 
outcomes j ~nd k in ~hc states of Maine and Nebraska, respectively~ j E 1,5, k E 1, 13. 
PROOF. 
1. As shown in [2], the candidate can win all the four electoral votes, one electoral vote in 
Maine 1 and two electoral votes at large, one electoral vote in Maine 2 and two electoral 
votes at large, one electoral vote in Maine 1, and one electoral vote in Maine 2. Therefore, 
for any b~0, b~l, only five outcomes in the state of Maine are associated with winning 
at least one electoral vote by the candidate I2]. Analogously, for any b52, b63, b54, only 
13 outcomes in the state of Nebraska are associated with winning at least one electoral 
vote by the candidate. (Each of the numbers bso,b51 . . . . .  b54 is either odd or even in a 
particular U.S. presidential election, and the number of combinations of odd and even 
values of bs0, b51,.. . ,  b54 equals 32.) 
2. The function 
49 5 13 
~1 j=l k=l 
on the set 
x~ e {0, 1}, i • 1, 49, u~ • {0, 1}, j • 1,----6, vk • {0, ]}, k G 1, 14, 
attr ibutes a particular number of the electoral votes to each combination of the "places" in 
which the electoral votes can be won by the candidate in each election outcome, whereas 
the function 
49 5 13 
i=l j=l k=l 
on the same set ~ttributes the minimal number of votes that  ca~ be received by the 
candidate in each election outcome. Assertion 2 is proved. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let bs0 and b51 be the even numbers of votes cast in Maine 1 and Maine 2, re- 
spectively, in a U.S. presidential election under consideration. Further, let d~0 and dsl be the 
numbers of votes received by the candidate in Maine 1 and Maine 2, respectively. Then, the 
distributions of votes in the above-mentioned five election outcomes in the state of Maine in each 
of which the candidate receives the minimal number of the votes can be as follows. 
1. dso = b5o/2 + 1, ds1 = b51/2 + 1, a l  = dso + dsl - -  (b~o + b51)/2 + 2. 
2. dso = b5o/2 + 2, d51 = b51/2 - 1, a2 = dso + d.~l  = (bso + bsl)/2 + 1. 
3. dso = b5o/2 - 1, dsl = b~1/2 + 2, a2 =dso + d51 = (bso + b51)/2 + 1. 
4. dso = b5o/2 + 1, d.~l = 0, a¢ = ds0 + d81 --- bs0/2 + 1. 
5. d50 = 0, d51 = b51/2 + 1, a~ = d~o + d51 = bsl/2 + I. 
Let u l , . . .  ,us be the variables corresponding to each of these five outcomes, and let u8 =- 1 
correspond to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Maine are won by the 
candidate's opponent. Then, the equality 
6 
= • 3 • 
~=1 
holds, and the coefficients ~i, J • 1,---5 in the mathematical  formulation of Problem 2 assume the 
following values: 
0~ = 4, 02 ~--- 03 = 3 ,  04 -- 05 = 1. 
Let now bs~, bss, and b~4 be the odd numbers of votes cast in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and 
Nebrask~ 3, respectively, in a U.S. presidential election under consideration. Further, let d~,  
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dss, and d~4 be the numbers of votes received by the candidate in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, 
and Nebraska 3, respectively. Then, the distributions of votes in the above-mentioned thirteen 
election outcomes in ~he state of Nebraska in each of which the candidate receives the minimal 
number of the votes can be as follows. 
1. d~2 = (bB~ + 1)/2, dss -- (bas 4. 1)/2, ds4 -- (b~4 + 1)/2, 
2. (/52 --- (ba2 + 1)/2, dan = (bs3 4. 1)/2, da4 = (b~4 - 1)/2, 
3. ds2 = (bs2 + 1)/2, (/53 = (bss - 1)/2, dr,4 = (b~4 - 1)/2, 
4. ds2 = (bs2 - 1)/2, d~z --- (b~a 4. 1)/2, ds4 = (b~4 + 1)/2, 
5. (/52 = (bs2 4" 3)/2, dss = (ba~ - 1)/2, dn4 -- (b~4 - -  1)/2, 
6. ds2 = (ba2 - 1)/2, d~z = (bal 4- 3)/2, da4 = (b$4 -- 1)/2, 
7. d~2 = (ba2 - 1)/2, (/53 -- (ba~ - 1)/2, ds4 -- (bs4 "t- 3)/2, 
~ = (b,~ + bs + b~4 + 3)/~. 
~2 = (bs~ + b~ 4- b~4 + 1)/2. 
---- (b~2 + b~ + bs4 + 1)/2. 
~4 = (bs2 + bss + bs4 + 1)/2. 
~ = (b~ + b~ + b~ + 1)/2. 
~s = (b52 + b53 Jr b~4 + 1)/2. 
& = (b~ + b~3 + b~ + 1)/2. 
8. ds2 = (bs2 + 1)/2, dss = (ba~ 4. 1)/2, d~ = O, ,Ss = (bs2 + b~ + 2)/2. 
9. d62 ---- (b52 4. 1)/2, dss = 0, da4 = (b54 4- 1)/2, f19 = (bs2 4. br~ 4. 2)/2. 
10. d52 = 0, d~ = (b53 -F I)/2, d54 = (b54 + 1)/2, &o  ---- (b~ + b54 Jr 2)/2. 
II. d52 = (bs2 4. 1)/2, dss -- O, ds4 : O, X~n = (b~2 + I)/2. 
12. d~2 = O, d~ ---- (b~ 4- i)/2, ds~ -- O, ,St, = (bss + 1)/2. 
13. d~2 = O, dsa ---- 0, d~ = (b~4 4. 1)/2, ~*s = (bs4 + 1)/2. 
Let Vl,... ,~1|3 be the variables corresponding to each of the 13 outcomes, and let v14 -- 1 
correspond to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Nebraska re won by 
the candidate's opponent. Then, the equality 
14 
k=l 
holds, and the coe~cients %, k E 1, 13 in the mathematical formulation of Problem 2 assume 
the following values: 
71=5,  72 = 7S = 74 = 4, 7S = 7S ='7~ = 3, 
7S ---- 7@ = 7.o = 2, 711 = "y12 = 71S = I. 
(b) Let us now assume that ties may occur in each place as, well as in the congressional 
districts of the states of Maine and Nebraska. 
ASSEB: r ION 3. The minim~ [racOon of the popu/ar vote to win the U.S. Presidency in the 
Electoral College under a particular voter turnout distribution (bl , . . . ,  b~) eqmds the value 
an integer linear programming problem of the ful/owing ]dad. 
Problem 8. 
49 5 13 
tm I j ffi I k---- 1 
49 S 13 
i l l  j----1 k----1 
6 
~ u~ = 1~ 
j=1 
14 
~-~ = I, 
k----I 
• , • I% 1}, ~ • L'~, ,~j c {o, I}, j e E-,-~, ,,,, • {o, 1}, k • I--~, 
where 
{ b~/2, if b~ is an even number, 
6t -- (b~ + 1)/2, otherwise. 
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Here, as bgo  , j e 1, 5 and k • 1,13 d w.diag o= the numbe   b o, 
b51 and b52, bss, bs4, respectively, and at and ~t are the udnimal numbers of votes that can be 
received by the candidate in outcomes j and k in the states of Maine and Nebraska, respectively, 
j ¢ 1,5, k • 1,13. 
PROOF. It  is sufficient to notice that as in Problem 2, for any bs0, bsl, only five outcomes in 
the state of Maine are associated with winning at least one electoral vote by the candidate. 
Analogously, as in Problem 2, for any bs2, b~a, bsa, only 13 outcomes in the state of Nebraska 
are associated with winning at least one electoral vote by the candidate. (Each of the numbers 
bsa, bs l , . . . ,  bs4 is either odd or even in a particular U.S. presidential election, and the number of 
combinations of the values for bs0, b51,. • •, b54 equals 32.) Moreover, the function 
49 5 13 
i= l  j~l k=l  
on the set 
xi ff {0,1}, i • 1,49, uj • {0, t}, j <:: 1,--6, vk • {0,1}, k • 1,14, 
attr ibutes a particular number of the electoral votes to each combination of the "places" in which 
the electoral votes can be won by the candidate in each election outcome, whereas the function 
49 5 13 
i=1  3=1 k=l  
on the same set attributes the minimal number of votes that can be received by the candidate in 
each election outcome. (However, on account of possible ties in Maine 1, Maine 2, Nebraska 1, 
Nebraska 2, Nebraska 3, as well as in Maine 0 and Nebraska 0 (ties at large), a t, ~t,  j 6 1,5, 
k E 1, 13, the minimal numbers of the votes for each combination of the electoral votes that 
are won there, may be smaller than the corresponding numbers a j ,  ~k, j e 1,5, k 6 1,13.) 
Assertion 3 is proved. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let bs0 and bsz be the even numbers of votes cast in Maine 1 and Maine 2, re- 
spectively, in a U.S. presidential election under consideration. Further, let ds0 and dsl be the 
numbers of votes received by the candidate in Maine 1 and Maine 2, respectively. Then, the 
distributions of votes in the above-mentioned five election outcomes in the state of Maine in each 
of which the candidate receives the minimal number of the votes are as follows. 
1. dso = bso/2, d51 = b51/2, at1 = dso + dsl = (b5o + bsl)/2. 
2. d~u = bso/2, dst = 651/2, a~ = dso + dsl = (b~o + b51)/2. 
3. d~0 = bs0/2, dsl = b51/2, a.~ = ds0 + dsl = (bso + bsl)/2. 
4. d~o -- b5o/2, dsl = O, at4 = dso + dsl = bso/2. 
5. dso = 0, dsl = b51/2, a~ = ds0 + d51 = bsl/2. 
Let u l , . . .  ,us be the variables corresponding to each of the five outcomes, and let u6 = 1 
corresponds to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Maine are won by the 
candidate's opponent. Then, the equality 
6 
y~uj  = l, uj 6 {O, 1}, j • l , - -6 ,  
j= l  
holds, and the coefficients 8~, j • 1, 5 in the mathematical  formulation of Problem 2 assume the 
following values: 
0 t = 4, 8t9 = 8~ = 3, 0~ = ~ = 1. 
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Let now b52 and b53 be odd numbers of votes cast in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and let b54 be 
an even number of votes cast in Nebraska 3, respectively, in a U.S. presidential election under 
consideration. Further, let d52, d53, and d54 be the numbers of votes received by the candidate 
in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and Nebraska 3, respectively. Then, the distributions of votes in the 
above-mentioned 13 election outcomes in the state of Nebraska in each of which the candidate 
receives the minimal number of the votes can be as follows. 
1. d52 = (b52 + 1)/2, d53 = (bsa + 1)/2, d54 = b54/2, fl~ = (b~2 + b53 + b.~4 + 2)/2. 
2. d~ = (552 ÷ 1)/2, d53 = (bsa + 1)/2, ds4 = (bs4 - 2)/2, fl~ = (b~2 + bsa + b54)/2. 
3. d52 = (552 ÷ 1)/2, d53 = (b53 - 1)/2, ds4 = 554/2, fl~ = (b52 + b~s + b54)/2. 
4. d52 = (b52 - 1)/2, dsa = (bsa + 1)/2, dsa = b~4/2, fl~ = (b~2 + b~ + b54)/2. 
5. d52 -- (b.~2 ÷ 1)/2, d~a = (bsa - 1)/2, d.~4 = bsa/2, fl~ = (b.~ + bs.~ + b54)/2. 
= (55  - 1 ) /2 ,  = + 1) /2 ,  = = + + 
7. d~ = (b52 - 1)/2, d~a = (b~s - 1)/2, d~4 -- (bs4 + 2)/2, fl~ = (bs2 + bs~ + 5~4)/2. 
8. ds2 = (b~2 + 1)/2, d53 = (5~3 + 1)/2, d54 = 0, fl~ = (b52 + b~ + 2)/2. 
9. d52 = (b52 -}- 1)/2, ds3 -- 0, d54 -- b54/2, fl$ = (b.~2 + 554 -~ 1)/2. 
10. ds2 - 0, d53 - (bs3 + 1)/2, d54 = b54/2, fl~o = (b5~ + b~4 + 1)/2. 
11. ds~ = (b5~ + 1)/2, d~3 = 0, ds4 = 0 , /~  = (552 + 1)/2. 
12. d~ = 0, d~3 = (b~ + 1)/2, ds4 = 0, fl~2 = (553 + 1)/2. 
13. d52 -- 0, d~3 = 0, d54 = b54/2, ~3 = b54/2. 
Let v~ . . . . .  v~3 be the variables corresponding to each of the 13 outcomes, and let v~4 = 1 
correspond to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Nebraska are won by 
the candidate's opponent. Then, the equality 
14 
k=l  
j c 1, 14, 
holds, and the coefficients ~,  k • 1, 13 in the mathematical  formulation of Problem 3 assume 
the following values: 
4.  THE MATHEMATICAL  FORMULATION OF  THE 
PROBLEM IN  THE CASE OF  AT  LEAST THREE 
CANDIDATES ON THE BALLOT IN  AT  LEAST ONE PLACE 
Let us consider the situation in which at least three candidates are on the ballot in at least 
one place (state or the District of Columbia), at least three candidates are on the ballot in each 
congressional district of the state of Maine, at least four candidates are on the ballot in each 
congressional district of the state of Nebraska, and each of the candidates can win the electoral 
votes (or vote) there. 
Let 
l~, be the number of the candidates on the ballot in the election in "place" i, 
bi >> 1, be the voter turnout in "place" i, i • 1, 54, [bJl~] > 3, i • {50, 51}, Ib~/li] > 4, 
i • {52,  53, 54},  
pl~, (bi), be the minimal plurality of votes that can be received by the election winner in "place" 
i, i • 1, 54, and 
d~, i • 50, 54, be the number of votes that are received by the election winner in Maine 1, 
Maine 2, Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, Nebraska 3, respectively. 
1. Let us assume that no tie occurs in each place, as well as in the congressional districts of 
Maine and Nebraska. 
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ASSEKTION 4. The minimal fraction of the popular vote to win the U.S. Presidency in the 
Electoral College under a p~r~icular voter turnout distribution (b l , . . . ,  bs4) equals the value of 
an integer linear programming problem of the fo//owing kind. 
Problem 4. 
49 6 14 
rain, + a~"uj + ~vk  ---* 
~=1 3.=1 k=l 
49 6 14 
i=l j= l  k----I 
? 
)-: u3. = i, 
j=i 
15 
Z Vk : i, 
k=l  
xi e {0,1}, i 6 1,49, uj e {0,1}, j 6 1,7, vk e {0,1}, k e 1,15. 
Here, a~,  8~, j 6 1,--6, and ~3~, 7~', k 6 1, 14 are calculated epending on the numbers bs0, b51, 
and bs2, bss, b54 and the numbers of the candidates that are on the ballot in the congressional 
districts of the states of Maine and Nebraska, respectiveIy, u7 = 1 and Vls = 1 correspond to the 
outcomes in the states of Me/he ~nd Nebraska, respectively, in which all the electoral votes are 
won by the candidate's opponents, and a~ and ~'~ are the minimal numbers of votes that can be 
received by the canal/date in outcomes j and k in the states of MaJne and Nebraska, respectively, 
j 6 1,6, k 6 1,14. 
PROOF.  
I. As  shown in [2], if there are at least three candidates on the ballot in both congressional 
districts of the state of Maine, six election outcomes are possible in this state. Namely, 
in addition to five election outcomes discussed in the proof of Assertion 2, the outcome in 
which the candidate wins two electoral votes at large (in Maine 0) while losing in Maine 1 
and Maine 2 is possible. Analogously, if there are at least four candidates on the ballot in 
all the congressional districts of the state of Nebraska, the outcome in which the candidate 
wins two electoral votes at large (in Nebraska 0) while losing in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, 
and Nebraska 3 is possible in addition to 13 outcomes discussed in the Proof of Assertion 2. 
2. The function 
49 fl 14 
i~1 3'=1 k=l  
on the set 
mi c {0, 1}, i c 1, 49, uj c [0,1}, j c 1, 7, v~ 6 {0,1}, k e 1, 15, 
attributes a particular number of the electoral votes to each combination of the "places" in 
which the electoral votes can be won by the candidate in each election outcome, whereas 
the function, 
49 6 14 
i=l j=l k=l 
on the same set attributes the minimal a particular number of votes that can be received 
by the candidate in each election outcome. Assertion 4 is proved. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let bs0 and b51 be the numbers of votes east in Maine 1 and Maine 2, respectively, 
in a U.S. presidential election under consideration, and for the sake of simplicity, let I be the 
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number of the candidates on the ballot both in Maine 1 and Maine 2. ~Lrther, let ds0 and dsl 
be the numbers of votes received by the candidate in Maine I and Maine 2, respectively. 
As shown in [6], the minimal plurality of votes that can be received by the candidate in ~place" 
i is calculated according to the formula 
[bjl~] + 1, if (b~ - 1 - l,w~)(b~ - l~w,) = O, w, • N,  
[bi/li] -4- 2, otherwise, 
where [x] is the maximal integer not exceeding x~ x ~ R l, and N is the set of all natural numbers. 
Let us assume that the numbers bs0 and bsz are as such that  
p/~°(b~0) = [b~o/1] -4- 1, p I~(b~)  = [bsl/l] -4- 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. The distr ibutions of votes in the above-ment ioned six election outcomes in the 
state of Maine in each of  which the candidate receives the min imal  number  of  the votes can be 
as follows. 
1. d~o = [b~0fl] + 1, ds~ = [b~/~] + 2, ~7' = ds0 + d~ = [b~o/q + [b~,/l] + 3. 
2. dso = [bso/l] -4- 2, ds1 = [bsl/l], a~ = dso -4- d~l -- [bso/l] -4- [b51/l i -4- 2. 
3. dso = [b5o/l], ds1 ---- [bs1/l] + 2, a~ ~- dso -4- d51 = [bso/l] -4- [b51//] -4- 2. 
4. dso -- [bso/1] -4- 1, ds1 ~- 0, a~ ~- ds0 -4- ds1 = [bso/l] ÷ 1. 
5. dso = O, d51 = [b51/l] + 2, a T = d5o + d~l -- [b5l/l] + 2. 
6. dso --- [bso/1] -4- 1, ds1 -= [bsl/l] ÷ 1, a~ = [bso/l] -4- [bs1/l] -4- 2. 
PROOF. 
i. Let us notice first that from the formula for pl L (b~), one can conclude that the inequalities 
[(bso + ~s~)/~] + ~ >__ ~(~o + ~) _> [(ss0 + bs~)/~] + 
hold. Further, from the inequalities 
[b~0/l] + [b~/l] + 1 > [(b~0 + b~)/q >_ [bs0/q + [b~x/l] 
one can conclude that the inequalities 
[bso/l] + [b~l/l] + 3 >_ pl~5(bso -4- bsl) >_ [bso/l] + [b51/l] ÷ 1 
hold so that for any plurality/~ of votes received by l candidates at large, the inequality 
# _> [bs0/l] + [bsl//] + 1 holds assuming that no ties can happen in both congressional 
districts of the state of Maine and at large. Obviously, it is sufficient to show that the 
equalities a~ = a~ = a~ n = [bso//] + [b51/l] + 1 cannot hold. 
Let z l ,x2  be the numbers of votes that the candidate receives in Maine 1 and Maine 2, 
respectively, and y~, y~ be the numbers of votes that Candidate i receives in Maine 1 and Maine 2, 
respectively, i E 1, I. 
2. Let us show that the inequality a~ n # [bs0//] + [bsl/l] + 1 holds. 
Let xl = [bs0//] + h, and x2 = [bs1//]- (h -1 ) ,  h > 1, so that a~ = Ibm0//] + [b51/1] + 1. Then the 
other 1 - 1 candidates must receive not more than ([b~0//] + [bs1/l])(l - 1) votes total in the state 
of Maine. At the same time, these l - 1 other candidates must receive at least [bso/I](1 - 1) - h 
votes total in Maine 1 and at least [bsl/1](1 - 2) + [bs1/I] + 2 + (h - 1) votes total in Maine 2. It 
means that for 7r M, the total number of votes to be received by the other (l - 1) candidates in 
the state of Maine, the inequalities 
~M <_ ([bso/ll + [b61/l])(l - 1) 
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and 
r M >_ [b~o/l](I - 1) - h + [bsl/1](1 - 1) + 2 + (h - I) = ([bhotl] + [bh~ll])(I - i) + 1 
should hold. 
Thus, a~' > [bho/1] + [b51/1] + 2, and the variant of the distribution of votes in the state of 
Maine presented in Outcome 2 means that the equality a~ = [b~o/l] + [b~l/l] + 2 holds. 
3. Let us show that the inequality a~ ~ [bho/l] + [b5~/ll + 1 holds. 
Let xi  = [bs6/l] - (h - 1), and x2 =- [bh]/I] + h, h >_ 2} so that a~' = [bso/11 + [b~l/l] + 1. 
Then the other l - 1 candidates must receive not more than ([b~/I] + [bhi/l])(1 - 1) votes total 
in the state of Maine. At the same time, these other l - 1 candidates must receive at least 
[b6o/l] (l - 1) + (h - 1) votes total in Maine 1 and at least [bsi/1] (l - 2) + [b51/1] -- 2 - h votes total 
in Maine 2. It means that for ~r M, the total number of votes to be received by the other (l - 1) 
candidates, the inequalities 
< + 1) 
and 
v M >_ [bso/l](l - 1) + (h - 1) + [bsi/l](l - 1) - h + 2 = ([55o/I] + [bsl/l])(l - 1) + 1 
should hold. 
Thus, a~' >_ [bgo/I] + [bht/l] + 2, and the variant of the distribution of votes in the state of 
Maine presented in Outcome 3 means that the equality aT  = [bho/l] + [b~i/1] + 2 holds. 
4. Finally, let us show that the inequality a~ ~ [bho/l] + [bhl/l] + 1 holds. 
Let [bho/l] + hi = max~cl-U, y~, [b~l/l] + h2 = max~ei- J y~ and x i  = [bso/l] + si ,  x2 = [bhl/l] + s2, 
where the inequalities l _< hi - 1, s2 _< h2 - 1 and hi >_ 1, h2 _> 2 hold. Then the other l - 1 
candidates must receive at least [bso/1] (1 -1 ) -  sl votes in Maine 1 and at least [bsl/l] ( I -1 ) -  s2 +2 
votes in Maine 2. Assuming that the equalities a~ = [bho/l] + [bht/l] + 1 = [bho/l] + [bhl/l] + Sl + s2 
hold, one can conclude that sl + s2 = 1 so that for ~r M, the total number of votes to be received 
by the other l - 1 candidates, the inequalities 
> ([bhot ] + [bhtlZ])(1 - 1) - 1 + 2 = ([b501l] + [b 1II])(1 - 1) + 1 
should hold. 
It is easy to be certain that 
(a) the distribution of votes in Maine 1 in which Candidate 1 receives [bho/l] + 2 votes, Candi- 
date 2 receives [bho/l] + 1 votes, and Candidate 3 receives not more than [bho/l] - 2 votes, 
whereas the other I - 3 candidates receive [bso/l] votes each, and 
(b) the distribution of votes in Maine 2 in which Candidate 1 receives [b51/I] - 1 votes, Can- 
didate 2 receives [bhl/1] + 1 votes, and Candidate 3 receives [bsl/l] + 2 votes, whereas the 
other 1 - 3 candidates receive not more than [bhl/l]+l votes each. 
Secure the receiving of the plurality of [bho/1] + [bht/l] + 2 votes by Candidate 2, which means 
the receiving of two electoral votes at large (in Maine 0) while losing in popular vote in Maine 1 
and in Maine 2 by this candidate. 
It means that the equality a~ = [bho/l] + [b51/l] + 2 holds. Proposition 1 is proved. 
Let u l , . . . ,  u6 be the variables corresponding to each of the six outcomes, and let u7 = 1 
correspond to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Maine are won by the 
candidate's opponent. Then, the equality 
T 
= l ,  u j  • {0 ,1} ,  j • i ,T ,  
j= l  
and 
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holds, and the coefficients ~,  j e 1, 6 in the mathematical formulation of Problem 4 are as 
follows, 
0 7 = 4, /9~ n = O~ = 3, 0~ = 0~ n = 1, 0~ = 2. 
Let now b~2, bsa, and b~4 be the numbers of votes east in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and Ne- 
b r~ka  3, respectively, in a U.S. presidential election under consideration, and for the sake of 
simplicity, let r >__ 4 be the number of the candidates on the ballot in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, 
mad Nebraska 3. Further, let d~=, d~a, and da4 be the numbers of votes received by the candidate 
in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, mad Nebraska 3, respectively. 
Let us assume that the numbers b~a, b~a, and bn4 are as such that  
pl~2(b~) = [b~2/r] + 1, pl~ra(bsa) = [b~l~] + 1, pl~'(b~a) = {b~,fr] + 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. The distr ibutions of votes in the above-ment ioned 14 etection outcomes in ~he 
s~ate of Nebraska in each of  which the candidate receives ~he m/p/mad number  of  the vo~es can 
be as follows. 
1. ds2 = [b~2/r] 
2. d~2 = [bs2/r] 
3. dsa = [bsz/r] 
4. d52 = [b52/r] 












+ 1, ds3 
+ 2~ ds3 
-b 1, d53 
- 1, d53 
+ 2, d53 
= [b~/~] + l ,  d~4 = [b~4/~] + ~, /37 = [b~/~] + [~sa/d + [b~/~] + 
---- [~3/~] + 1, d~4 = [~4/~] - 1, ~ = [~/~]  + [~/~]  + [~s~/~] + 2 
= [b~3/r] - 1, ds4 = [b~4/r] + 2, ~ = [b~_/r] + [b~3/r] + [b~4/r] + 2 
= [bs31r] + 1, ds4 = [bs4/r] + 2, f i t  = [bs2/r] + [bs3/r] + [bsa/r] q- 2 
= [~a/~] - 1, d~4 = [~s4/~l + ~, Z7  = [~/~]  + [~s~/~] + [~/~l  + 
= [b52/r] - 1, dss = [b53/r] + 2, d54 = [b~4/r] + 1, ~ = [bs2/r] + [bs3/r] + [b.~a/r] + 2 
= [b52/r], d~s = [bs.~/r], d54 = [bs4/r] + 2, ~ = [b52/r] -t- [b53/r] ÷ [bsa/r] + 2 
= [b52/r ] + 1, d~a = [b53/r] + 1, ds4 = O, ~ = [b52/r] + [bsa/r] + 2 
= 0, d53 = [b53/r] ÷ 1, d54 = [b54/r] + 2, fl~n = [bsa/r] q- [bs4/r] q- 3 
= [b~2/r] + 1, dna = 0, d54 --  [bs4/r] + 2,/3~ = [b52/r] + [b54/r] + 3 
= [bsz/r] + 1, d~ = 0, d~4 = 0, f~  = [b52/r] + 1 
= O, d~a = [bsa/r] + 1, ds4 = 0, f l~ = [b53/r] + 1 
= O, d.~a = O, d54 = [b52/rl + 2, f l~ = [bsz/r] -i- 2 
= [b~/~] + 9, d~3 = [bs~/~] - ~, d~4 = [~, /~]  + ~, Zlq = [~/~]  + [~/~]  + [~4/~])  + Z. 
Similarly to what was shown in the Proof of Proposition 1, from the formula for pl~ (hi), 
one can conclude that the inequalities 
_ plr (b52 + bs3 + [(b52 q- q- bsa)/r] -t- 1 [(bs2 -4" b53 + b54)/r] ÷ 2 > 56 b54) _> bsa 
hold. Further, from the inequalities 
[(bg2 + b53)/r] + [bs,/r] + 1 > [(b52 + b53 + b~a)/r] _ [(b52 + bsa)/r]  + [b54tr] ,
and from the inequalities 
[b521r] + [bsalr] + 1 _ [(b~2 + bsa) It] >_ [b52fr] + [b~str], 
one can conclude that the inequalities 
[bs2/r] + [bs.~/r] + [b54/r] + 4 >_ pl 5~ (b52 -t- b53 -{- b54) _> [b52/v] -1- [bsa/r] -t- [bs4/r] + 1 
hold so that for any plurality e of votes received by r candidates at large, the inequality 
e > [bs2/r] + [bsa/r] + [b54/r] + 1 holds assuming that  no ties can happen in each of 
the three congressional districts of the state of Nebraska and at large. Obviously, it is 
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sufficient to show that the equalities fl~" = /~ = fl~' = ~ '  = $~ = ~'  = f l~ = 
[bs2/r] + [bsa/r] + [b54/r] + 1 hold. 
Letx l ,  x2, xs, andy~, 2 3 Yi, Yi be the numbers of votes that the candidate and Candidate i 
receive in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and Nebraska 3, respectively, i 6 1, r. 
2. The inequalities fl~ • [b52/r] + [b5z/r] + [b54/r] + 1, p • 2, 7 U {14} can be proved 
in just the same way as the inequality ¢~" # [bho/I] + [b51/l] + 1 and the inequality 
~ • [bsofl] + [bhl/1] + 1, respectively, were proved. Let us show that, for instance, the 
inequality tiP4 ~ [b52/r] + [bh~/rl + [b54/r] + 1 holds. 
Let [b52/r] +hi  = max,e~,~ y~, [bsa/r] +h2 = maXieT 7 y~, [b54/r] +h3 = max,ei-~,~ y3, and 
Xl = [bs2/r] + Sl, x2 = [bhz/r] + s2, x3 = [b54/rl + sa, where the inequalities Sl _< hi - 1, 
s2 _< h2-1,  sa _< h3-1 ,  and h, _> 1, h2 >_ 1, ha _> 2 hold. Then, the other ( r - l )  candidates 
must receive at least [b52/r](r - 1) - Sl votes in Nebraska 1, at least [bh.~/r](r - 1) - s2 
votes in Nebraska 2, and at least [bha/v] ( r -  1) - s3 + 2 votes in Nebraska 3. Assuming that 
the equalities f l~ = [bs2/r] + [bsa/r] + [b54/r] + I = [bsz/r] + [bhs/r I + [b~a/r] + sl + s2 -4- sa 
hold, one can conclude that s, + s2 + sa = 1 so that for ~r N, the total number of votes to 
be received by the other (r - 1) candidates, the inequalities 
.N  < + [b53t ] + [bs4tr]) - 1) 
and 
~N >_ ([b521~] + [bhat~] + [b~,t~l) (~ - 1) - 1 + 2 = ([b521r] + [b~alr] + [b.~alr]) (r - 1) + 1 
should hold. 
It is easy to be certain that 
(a) the distribution of votes in Nebraska 1 in which Candidate 1 receives [b52/r] + 3 votes, 
Candidate 2 receives [b52tr I - 4 votes, Candidate 3 receives not more than [b52/r I votes, 
and Candidate 4 receives [bs2/r] + 2 votes, whereas the other r - 4 candidates receive 
[bsl/r] votes each, 
(b) the distribution of votes in Nebraska 2 in which Candidate 1 receives [b~atr] - 1 votes, 
Candidate 2 receives [bsa/r] + 4 votes, Candidate 3 receives not more than [bha/r] - 1 
votes, and Candidate 4 receives [b~a/r] - 1 votes, whereas the other r - 4 candidates 
receive [bhalr] votes each, and 
(e) the distribution of votes in Nebraska 3 in which Candidate 1 receives [bha/r] - i votes, 
Candidate 2 receives not more than [bs4/r] + 1 votes, Candidate 3 receives [b54/r] + 2 votes, 
and Candidate 4 receives [bha/r] + 1 votes, whereas the other r - 4 candidates receive not 
more than [bs4/r]+l votes each. 
Secure the receiving of the plurality of [bs2/k] + [baalk] + [bha/k] + 2 votes by Candidate 4 (the 
candidate), which means the receiving of two electoral votes at large (in Nebraska 0) while losing 
in popular vote in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and Nebraska 3 by this candidate. Proposition 2 is 
proved. 
Let Vl, . . .  ,v14 be the variables corresponding to each of the 14 outcomes, and let vl~ = 1 
correspond to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Nebraska are won by 
the candidate's opponents. Then, the equality, 
15 
Evk=l '  vk•{O, 1}, j e l ,  15, 
k=l  
holds, and the coefficients 7~, k 6 1,14 in the mathematical formulation of Problem 4 assume 
the following values: 
7F  = = = = 4, 77  = = 7P  = 3, 
,.y~n = ,),~n --  7~ = 2, , ']~ : ,')t~'~ = 713 = 1, ")'~4 =- 2. 
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2. Let us now assume that a tie may occur in "place" i between two or more than two 
candidates. 
ASSERTION 5. / f  ~here are a~ least three U.S. presidential candidates on the ballot in the state 
of Maine and there axe at least four U.S. presidential candidates on the bailer in the state 
of Nebrask% then the minimal fxaction of the populax vote to win the U.S. Presidency in the 
Electoral Coflege under a particular voter turnout distribution (bl . . . .  , bsa) equals the value of 
an integex lineax programming problem of the following kind. 
Problem 5. 
49 6 14 
~ ' ,  ,.-d ~-L f; v Z6i : r iq -Ear*u jq -  Z_~,~ k--*min, 
i=1  j= l  k=l  
49 6 14 
i=1 ~4=1 k=l  
7 
E uff ---- 1, 
15 
Evk  =i, 
x~ • {0,1}, i 6 1, 49, uj • {0, 1}, j • 1,"-7, vk e {0, 1}, k e 1, 15, 
where  
S [bJl~], if bi - l~w, = O, where w~ 6 N, 
/ [bJl~] + 1, otherwise. 
Here, ar~e, or~t, j 6 1,6, and fl'~z, 7'~ t, k 6 1, 14 are calculated epending on the numbers bso, 
bsl, and b52, b53, b54, respectively, and o~ ~ and ~t  are the minimal numbers of votes that can 
be won by the candidate in outcomes j and k in the states of Maine and Nebraska, respectively, 
j E 1, 6, k 6 1,14. 
PROOF. It is sufficient o notice that as in Problem 4, if there are at least three candidates on 
the ballot in both districts of the state of Maine, six election outcomes associated with winning at 
least one electoral vote by the candidate are possible in this state for any be0 and b51. Analogously, 
if there are at least four candidates on the ballot in all the congressional districts in the state 
of Nebraska, for any b52, b~3, b54, only 14 outcomes in the state of Nebraska re associated with 
winning at least one electoral vote by the candidate. Moreover, the function 
49 6 14 
X--" Omtu. + X'" ~ ~v + 
i=1  3=1 k=l  
on the set 
r 
zi 6 {0,1}, i E 1,49, uj 6 {0,1}, j 6 1,7, v~ E {0,1}, k e 1,15, 
attributes a particular number of the electoral votes to each combination of the "places" in which 
the electoral votes can be won by the candidate in each election outcome, whereas the function, 
49 6 14 
i= l  j= l  k=l  
on the same set attributes the minimal number of votes that can be received by the candidate in 
each election outcome. (However, on account of possible ties in Maine 1, Maine 2, Nebraska 1, 
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Nebraska 2, Nebraska 3, as well as in Maine 0 and Nebraska 0 (ties at large), ~ ,  f~'~, j 6 1, 6, 
k ~ 1,14, the minimal numbers of the votes for each combination of the electoral votes that 
are won there, may be smaller that the corresponding numbers a~,  fl~, j 6 1, 6, k ~ 1 -~. )  
Assertion 5 is proved. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let bs0 and bs~ be the numbers of votes cast in Maine 1 and Maine 2, respectively, 
in a U.S. presidential election under consideration, and for the sake of simplicity, let I be the 
number of the candidates on the ballot both in Maine 1 and Maine 2. Further, let d~0 and ds~ 
be the numbers of votes received by the candidate in Maine 1 and Maine 2, respectively. 
Let us assume that the numbers bs0 and bsl are as such that b~o- l~ = 0, whereas bs~ -1~2 _> 2, 
where Vl, ~ 6 N. Then, the distributions of votes in the above-mentioned six election outcomes 
in the state of Maine in each of which the candidate receives the minimal number of the votes 
are as follows. 
1. d~ = {bat~l], ds~ 
~. d~o = [b~o/~], d~ 
3. dso = [b~o/l], d~l 
= [b5l/1] + 1, a~ ~ = dso + d51 = [b~o/l] + [b51tl] + 1. 
= [b~,/~] + l ,  ~ = d~o + ds~ = [b~0/~} + [b~/Z] + 1. 
-- [bslfl] + 1, ~T~ = also + ds~ = [b~o/l] + [bs~/l] + 1. 
~. d~o = [~o/~1, d~l = 0, ~ = d~0 + d~ = [b~0/~]. 
5. d~o = O, dst = [bs~/l] + 1, a~ ~ = d50 + d~ = [bsl/l] + 1. 
6. dso = [bso/l], ds, -- [b~/l] + 1, a~ t = [b~o/l] + [b~,/l] + 1. 
It is easy to be certain that under the assumption made in Section 2 of the article, 
(a) the distribution of votes in Maine 1 in which each candidate receives [b.~o/l] votes, and 
(b) the distribution of votes in Maine 2 in which Candidate 1 receives [bs~/l] + 1 votes, Candi- 
date 2 receives [b5~/l] + 1 votes, whereas the other l - 3 candidates receive at least [b5~/t] 
and not more than [bs~/l] + 1 votes each 
can secure the receiving of two electoral votes at large (in Maine 0) by Candidate 1 (the candidate) 
while losing in Maine 1 and in Maine 2 as a result of resolving the ties there. 
Let Ux,.. . ,  u~ be the variables corresponding to each of the six outcomes, and let u~ = 1 
correspond to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Maine are won by the 
candidate's opponents. Then, the equality 
7 
j= l  
j E  1,7, 
hold% and the coefficients 8~ ~, j C 1, 6 in the mathematical formulation of Problem 5 assume 
the following values: 
oT ~ = 4, o7  ~ = ~ -- 3, e~ ~ = o7  ~ = 1, oT  ~ = ~. 
Let now b52, bsa, and b54 be the numbers of votes cast in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and Ne- 
b rash  3, respectively, in a U.S. presidential election under consideration, and for the sake of 
simplicity, let r be the number of the candidates on the ballot in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and 
Nebraska 3. Further, let ds2, d.~a, and d54 be the numbers of votes received by the candidate in 
Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and Nebraska 3, respectively. 
Let us assume that the numbers b52, b53, and b54 axe as such that b~2 - rw52 = O~ b~a - rw5a = O, 
whereas b~4 - rw54 _> 2, where w52,wss, w54 E N. Then, the distributions of votes in the above- 
mentioned 14 election outcomes in the state of Nebraska in each of which the candidate receives 
the minimal number of the votes axe as follows. 
1. d~: = [b~2/~], 
2. d~2 = [b52/~], 
3. d52 = [b52/r], 
4. d52 = [b~2/r], 
dsa = [bss/rt, d~a = [b54/r] + 1, f~'~ = [b52tr] + [bsslr] + [bs4/r] + 1. 
dss = [bss/~], d54 = [b~/r]  + 1, Z~'~ --- [b52/r] + [b~/~] + [b54/~] + 1. 
dsa = [bsa/r],  d54 = [bs4/r] + 1, ~ = [b52/r] + [bs3/r] -t- [b54/r] + 1. 
d~3 = [b53/r], d54 = [bs,/~] + 1, Zr '  = [bs2/r] + [b~/~] + [b54/d + 1. 















= [bs2/r], dsa = [bha/r], d54 = [bha/r] + 1, r i f  t =- [b52/r] + [bha/r] + [bs4/r] + 1. 
= [bs2/r], ds3 = [bsa/r], d~4 = [bha/r] + 1, ~t  = [b52/r] + [ben~r] + [b~4/r] + I. 
= [bs2/r], de3 = [bsa/r], dsa = [b~a/r] + 1,/3~ 't = [bs2/r] + [b~a/r] + [b~a/r] + 1. 
= [bs2/r], d53 = [bha/r], de4 = 0 , /~t  = [bs:/r] + [bsa/r t. 
= 0, d53 ---- [b53/r], d54 -- [b54/r] + 1, ~t  _ [bgstr] + [b54/r] -4- 1. 
= [bs2/r], ds3 = O, ds4 = [b~a/r] + 1, ~t  = [bs2/r] + [b54/r] + 1. 
= [b52/r], d53 = 0, d54 = 0, f~t  = [ba2/r]. 
= 0, d~ = [~/~] ,  d~ = 0, ~i~ ~ = [b~/~]. 
= 0, das = 0, d54 = [bs2/r] A- 1, fl[~t = [bsa/r] + 1. 
d52 -- [b62/r], d53 = [bs3/r], d54 ---- [bs4/r] -4- 1, [3~ t = [b52/r] -4- [bee~r] A- [bsei/r] -4- 1. 
easy to be certain that under the assumption made in Section 2 of the article, 
the distribution of votes in Nebraska 1 in which each candidate receives [b52/r] votes, 
the distribution of votes in Nebraska 2 in which each candidate receives [b53/r] votes, and 
the distribution of votes in Nebraska 3 in which Candidate 1 receives [bsa/r] + 1 votes, 
Candidate 2 receives [bsa/r] + 1 votes, whereas the other r - 2 candidates receive at least 
[bs4/r] and not more than [bs4/r]+l votes each, 
can secure the winning of two electoral votes at large (in Nebraska 0) by Candidate 1 (the 
candidate) while losing in popular vote in Nebraska 1, Nebraska 2, and Nebraska 3 as a result of 
resolving the ties there. 
Let vl~...  ,v14 be the variables corresponding to each of the 14 outcomes, and let v15 = 1 
correspond to the outcome in which all the electoral votes in the state of Nebraska are won by 
the candidate's opponents. Then, the equality 
15 
Zvk= 1, vk E {0, 1}, 
k--1 
j • L 15, 
holds, and the coefficients 7~t, k c ~ in the mathematical formulation of Problem 5 assume 
the following values: 
~7 't = 5, 
3,~ '+ = " r~ t = ~,~o t = 2,  7~t=7~t=7~t=l ,  ~t=2.  




One can easily show that Problems 2-5 can be formulated in such a manner that the 
distributions of votes in the states of Maine and Nebraska are found as a result of solving 
only one integer programming problem for any combination of the numbers be0, . . . .  b54. 
However, this integer programming problem is not an integer liner programming one. 
All the integer linear programming problems considered in this article can be solved using 
packages of software that are widely available nowadays [7]. 
On account of 
(a) the "winner-take-all" principle of awarding the electoral votes in 48 states, in the 
District of Columbia, and in each congressional district of the states of Maine and 
Nebraska, which wastes all the votes cast not in favor of the winner there, and 
(b) the Electoral College mechanism, which makes all the votes cast in "places" not 
included in the winning combination of the "places" irrelevant in the election, 
the minimal fraction of the popular vote that secures the winning of the U.S. Presidency 
in the Electoral College may be very small. It is obvious that the smaller is the turnout in 
each '~place" included in the winning combination of the "places" (assuming, however, that 
it is sufficient in order to consider awarding the electoral votes according to the popular 
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vote there legitimate), the smaller this fraction will be in a particular U.S. presidential 
election (under the same voter turnout in all the other "places"). 
4. Based on the formulations of Problems 3-5, one can easily formulate the problem under 
consideration in the case in which not more than two U.S. presidential candidates are 
on the ballot in the state of Maine, and at least four U.S. presidential candidates are on 
the ballot in the state of Nebraska, as well as in the case in which at least three U.S. 
presidential candidates are on the ballot in the state of Maine, and not more than three 
U.S. presidential candidates are on the ballot in the state of Nebraska. It is also easy to 
/~k , respectively, j c 1, 6, k e 1, 14 in recalculate the numbers a~ n and ~ and a~ nt and mt 
Problems 4 and 5, respectively, in the cases in which the numbers of the candidates on the 
ballot in congressional districts both in the state of Maine and in the state of Nebraska 
are different. 
5. The assumptions bi >> 1, i E 1,54, as well as [bJl~] > 3, i • {50,51}, and [b~/li] > 4, 
i • {52, 53, 54}, are made in order to avoid trivial, although mathematically necessary 
considerations that are, nevertheless, irrelevant from any practical viewpoint. These con- 
siderations may, however, cover certain distributions of the votes that axe not considered 
in the Examples from Sections 3 and 4 of the article. For instance, one can easily be 
certain that if b.~0 = 4, bst = 5, and l = 3 in Example 3, Outcome 6 in the state of Maine 
cannot take place (assuming that no ties are allowed in both the congressional districts 
and at large as it is assumed in Example 3), and this case is not considered in Example 3. 
Certainly, all the corresponding formulations and considerations can be made in a manner 
similar to that used throughout the article. However, they are left to those who may be 
interested in such an analysis for whatever easons. 
6. One can easily be certain that some possible election outcomes in the states of Maine 
and Nebraska can be attained under more than one variant of distributing the minimal 
number of the votes among the candidates whose names are on the ballot there. For 
instance, Outcomes 2 and 14 in the state of Nebraska in Example 3 can be attained, in 
particular, in the following two variants of the distribution of the minimal number of the 
votes there. 
Outcome 2. 
ds2 = [b52/r] + 2, 
dsa = [ba3/r] + 1, 
d54 = [b54/d - 1, 
and 
ds,  = [b~/ r ]  + 1, 
d63 = [bs~/r] + 2, 
d54 = [b54/r] - t,  
~'  = [b52/d + [b53/d + [b~4/~] + 2. 
Outcome 14. 
ds~ = [b53/r] - 1, 
d54 = [b~4/r] + I, 
~'~ = [b~21~] + [bs.~l,-] + [554t,t) + 2, 
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and 
d82 -- [bs2tr] - 1, 
d53 -- [bG3/r] ~- 2, 
ds4 = [bs,/r] + 1, 
= + + + 2. 
However, the number of the outcomes in the state of Nebraska in which the candidate 
wins at least one electoral vote still equals 14 as, for instance, the candidate wins in 
Nebraska 1 and Nebraska 2 and loses in Nebraska 3 (Outcome 2) in both variants of the 
distribution of the minimal number of the votes, and the minimal number of the votes that 
are received by the candidate in the state of Nebraska total is the same in both variants 
of the distribution. 
7. As shown in Example 3, obtaining explicit formulae for the numbers a j ,a~,  a f t  , j E 
1,6, as well as those for the numbers ~k ,~,~ t, k E 1,14, under particular values of 
bs0, b51,..., bs4 requires certain logical considerations such as those presented in the Proofs 
of Propositions 1 and 2. One can, however, show that for each possible election outcome 
in the states of Maine and Nebraska, each such a number can be found by solving an 
auxiliary integer programming problem (one problem for one outcome in one state) for 
any combination of the numbers bs0, b51,..., bs4, and l, r. 
8. As mentioned in the Introduction to this article, the consideration ofthe relation between 
the (nationwide) popular vote and the electoral vote in U.S. presidential elections has 
taken place historically despite the fact that from the viewpoint of the evaluation of the 
election results, such a consideration makes no sense in the framework of the existing 
system of electing a U.S. president. However, misleading statements regarding numerical 
regularities attributed to this relation, which have been made by people commenting 
U.S. presidential elections in the media, attribute a practical value to results presented 
in this article, which clarify what these regularities are. As shown, for each set of the 
numbers b l , . . . ,  b54 (the voter turnouts in the 48 states, the District of Columbia, and 
congressional districts of the states of Maine and Nebraska, which are considered to be 
sufficient in order to award the electoral votes in these places, as well as at large in the 
states of Maine and Nebraska, according to the popular vote there), the exact value of 
the minimal fraction of the popular vote that secures the winning of the U.S. Presidency 
in the Electoral College cannot  be calculated according to a finite formula. It is found 
from a solution to the corresponding integer linear programming problems, and this fact 
reflects the nature of the problem under consideration. At the same time, under certain 
assumptions, approximations of this value can be found using finite formulae, for instance, 
similar to those presented in [1]. 
This fact, along with the obvious remark that zero popular vote can formally allow one 
to win the U.S. Presidency in the Electoral College~which was made in the Introduction 
to this article---should be taken into account by those who research and analyze U.S. 
presidential elections. It may help avoid the temptation to discuss '~iews" on numerical 
relations relevant to the system of electing aU.S. president, in particular, on those between 
the popular and electoral vote instead of discussing the actual such relations, which can 
be found for any combinations ofthe voter turnouts in the states, the District of Columbia 
and congressional districts of the states of Maine and Nebraska s it was shown in this 
article. 
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